A Vietnam view

Ed. note: The Tech believes it has a con-

stant obligation to present on this page the

greatness of this history, planned for this Saturday at the

U.S., will not climatize the current move-

ment: it is only an indication of the escali-

ation standing against imperialism, against

crusade against totalitarianism, against a

civilized means of res-

olving inter-national differences. It is

a step toward true democracy, to human-

ity and morality, to world peace.

The gradual escalation is growing as rapidly as the war. Now

marching with pacifists are the selective

conscientious objectors, the pragmatists and who just aren’t interested in

going overseas to buy Vietnamese real

estate with American dollars.

If you are a person who believes that this war halfway around the

world, with its rising immorality, its rising toll,

its wanton destruction by US planes, US bombs, US napalm, . . . is

sincerely, and who will suffer in America, then it is your

obligation to take their actions, and end the

silence which can only perpetuate author-

itarian control.
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To Save Black Bay

To the Editor: Your St. Patrick’s Day hon-

g this year shows that spring is

coming. Students at Ohio State University have

shown their ingenuity in the form of water ball bombardment. And, a
day later, a crowd with water balloons free

over one hundred yards away.

It seems that the controversy regarding the consistency of US foreign policy.

The seminar has become one of the most successful means of stu-

dents in the area of study, and for the role of the individual in that

type of career, which they

not find in their courses.

Much pain has been taken to

to allow course changes through the student’s voice. So, why not give students

give them the same seminar opportunities given to freshmen? Why should inter-

mediate seminars be denigrated, resulting in disappoint-

ed students and wasted resources. Upperclass seminar subjects are low and far

from, depending on the distance to the sun, on faith.

The distance to the sun is .... while the speed
er than that of light - course VIII

the sun is .... while the speed of light is

greater! Thus, if course VIII taught you

to look up the possible careers, and not just the

major. Participants receive an over-

sight of their courses. It is

the seminars is clearly desirable. In

factual reader given a crumb of the

of the seminar, you can fill in the spaces?)

the seminars is clearly relevant, and

it is - the same seminar opportunities given to freshmen? Why should inter-

mediate seminars be denigrated, resulting in disappoint-

ed students and wasted resources. Upperclass seminar subjects are low and far

from, depending